Fazzo Table Lamp

A collaboration between In Common With and artist Sophie Lou Jacobsen, the Flora Series pairs rich colors with romantic silhouettes. Its foundational techniques yield pieces that are innately irreplicable—so, like flowers, no two will ever be the same.

DETAILS

Materials | Glass, Brass
Bulbs Included | E26 / 120V / 6.0 W / 480 lm / 2000 K - 2800 K / Warm on dim
Lead Time | 12 Weeks
Dimmer | In-Line Dimmer Switch
Max Wattage | 10 W
Product Weight | 18 Pounds
Certifications

NOTES

1. This fixture is made of hand-blown glass and hand-patinated brass elements and may exhibit variability within the same piece. We do our best to maintain a consistent product but honor the handmade craftsmanship.

2. The dimensions may vary within one inch.

3. This fixture comes with 12 feet of chocolate brown fabric cord. Custom cord colors are available on request.

4. A black painted inline dimmer + on/off switch is located 2 feet from the plug.
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